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Simulation time per frame Rendering time per frame

Example Figure Grid Size Cell Width Particle Count Mean Max CPU Mean CPU

Burst near wall 1 35�35�45 0.38 m 1,200,000 4.5 sec 5.7 sec 3.06 MHz P4 .8 min 2.53 GHz P4

Single burst 3 36�36�60 0.50 m 1,000,000 6.9 sec 11.4 sec 3.06 GHz P4 .7 min 2.53 GHz P4

Coal mine 4 & 5 35�45�35 0.50 m 1,500,000 5.6 sec 8.2 sec 3.06 GHz P4 — —

Nozzle horizontal 6 75�25�45 0.13 m 1,800,000 7.8 sec 11.6 sec 3.06 GHz P4 .6 min 2.53 GHz P4

Nozzle down 6 40�15�35 0.13 m 1,250,000 7.4 sec 10.7 sec 3.06 GHz P4 .8 min 2.53 GHz P4

Multiple bursts 7 36�36�60 0.50 m 4,048,470 6.7 sec 11.6 sec 3.06 GHz P4 1.8 min 2.53 GHz P4

Table 1: Simulation statistics. Particle counts indicate the maximum number of particles active at any given time. Simulation
and rendering frames both correspond to 1/30th of a second intervals. (For example, the simulation of a burst near a wall only
required approximately 2.3 minutes to compute one full second of motion.) Measured times do not include file operations.
Omitted timings were unavailable at the time of publication.

Figure 6: Two flamethrower examples. In the top image,
the nozzle is aimed horizontally. In the lower image the
nozzle has been directed toward the ground.

The images of the flames arising from the explosion are
generated by rendering the fuel and soot particles directly.
Each particle receives illumination from the environment
and, if su⇤ciently hot, glows with its own light. The light
emitted from the hot particles is based on blackbody radi-
ation [Meyer-Arendt, 1984], but we adjusted the mapping
to match images of real explosions. Light in the environ-
ment includes direct illumination from traditional sources,
light emitted by other particles, and light scattered by the
cloud of particles. Direct illumination shadows cast by the

cloud (including self shadowing) are computed using a deep
shadow map [Lokovic and Veach, 2000]. Direct illumination
of other objects by the particles and scattering by the par-
ticles is computed using the hierarchical method described
in [Jensen and Buhler, 2002].

One area for further work is improving the rendering
method. The images produced by the particle-based ren-
derer have an objectionable grainy appearance in place of
realistic fine-scale detail. Applying texturing techniques,
such as those described by [Lamorlette and Foster, 2002],
to the particles would likely improve the appearance of the
explosions significantly.

5 Results and Discussion

We have implemented the method described above and used
our implementation to generate the examples shown in this
paper. The accompanying video tape contains animations
corresponding to these examples. Information about the size
of each example along with the time required to simulate
the motion and to render the images appears in Table 1.
The parameters used to generate the examples are listed
in Table 2. The simulation was implemented in Matlab
and the renderer in C. Both run on Intel-based PCs.

The sequence of images in Figure 3 shows an explosion
occurring over an infinite plane. Initially, a concentrated
mass of fuel particles sits centered in the image a short dis-
tance above the ground. When a charge within the mass
detonates, it disperses and ignites the fuel particles. The
heat and soot released by the burning fuel generates a rising
fireball. Figure 1 shows a similar sequence where an im-
movable wall has been placed near the explosion. The wall
alters both the initial dispersion and subsequent motion of
the fireball.

To help gauge the realism of our simulated results, Fig-
ure 4 shows a comparison with a photograph of an actual
coal-dust explosion exiting the entrance of a mine [Cashdol-
lar, 1986]. The explosion was produced by dispersing bitu-
minous coal dust over the first 50 feet into the mine using
detonating cord, and then ignited the dispersed dust using
dynamite and black powder [Cashdollar, 2002]. We imitated
the situation with our simulation by arranging barriers to
form a tunnel that was filled with a nonuniform distribution
of fuel particles. The particles were then ignited by a charge,
creating the results shown. An additional top-down view of
the simulated explosion appears in Figure 5.

The pair of images in Figure 6 show an approximation of a
flamethrower. We modeled this by injecting a stream of hot
fuel particles into the fluid. While we feel the flamethowers
look reasonable, simple particles do a poor job modeling the
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where Vf and Vh are the normal velocities of the fuel and the hot
gaseous products, and p f and ph are their pressures. Here, D =
Vf � S is the speed of the implicit surface in the normal direction.
These equations indicate that both the velocity and the pressure are
discontinuous across the flame front. Thus, we will need to exercise
caution when taking derivatives of these quantities as is required
when solving the incompressible flow equations. (Note that the
tangential velocities are continuous across the flame front.)

3.3 Solid Fuels

When considering solid fuels, there are two expansions that need to
be accounted for. Besides the expansion across the flame front, a
similar expansion takes place when the solid is converted to a gas.
However, S is usually relatively small for this reaction (most solids
burn slowly in a visual sense), so we can use the boundary of the
solid fuel as the reaction front. Since we do not currently model the
pressure in solids, only equation 2 applies. We rewrite this equation
as

⇥ f (Vf �D) = ⇥s(Vs�D), (4)

where ⇥s and Vs are the density and the normal velocity of the solid
fuel. Substituting D=Vs�S and solving for Vf gives

Vf =Vs+
�
⇥s/⇥ f �1

⇥
S (5)

indicating that the gasified solid fuel moves at the velocity of the
solid fuel plus a correction that accounts for the expansion. We
model this phase change by injecting gas out of the solid fuel at
the appropriate velocity. This can be used to set arbitrary shaped
solid objects on fire as long as they can be voxelized with a suitable
surface normal assigned to each voxel indicating the direction of
gaseous injection.
In figure 8, we simulate a campfire using two cylindrically

shaped logs as solid fuel injecting gas out of the logs in a direc-
tion consistent with the local unit surface normal. Note the realistic
rolling of the fire up from the base of the log. The ability to inject
(or not inject) gaseous fuel out of individual voxels on the surface of
a complex solid object allows us to animate objects catching on fire,
burn different parts of an object at different rates or not at all (by us-
ing spatially varying injection velocities), and extinguish solid fuels
simply by turning off the injection velocity. While building an an-
imation system that allows the user to hand paint temporally and
spatially varying injection velocities on the surface of solid objects
is beyond the scope of this paper, it is a promising subject for future
work.

4 Implementation

We use a uniform discretization of space into N3 voxels with uni-
form spacing h. The implicit surface, temperature, density and pres-
sure are defined at the voxel centers and are denoted �i, j,k, Ti, j,k,
⇥i, j,k and pi, j,k where i, j,k= 1, · · · ,N. The velocities are defined at
the cell faces and we use half-way index notation: ui+1/2, j,k where
i = 0, · · · ,N and j,k = 1, · · · ,N; vi, j+1/2,k where j = 0, · · · ,N and
i,k = 1, · · · ,N; wi, j,k+1/2 where k = 0, · · · ,N and i, j = 1, · · · ,N.

4.1 Level Set Equation

We track our reaction zone (blue core) using the level set method
of [Osher and Sethian 1988] to track the moving implicit surface.
We define � to be positive in the region of space filled with fuel,
negative elsewhere and zero at the reaction zone.
The implicit surface moves with velocity w = u f + Sn where

u f is the velocity of the gaseous fuel and the Sn term governs the

Figure 8: Two burning logs are placed on the ground and used
to emit fuel. The crossways log on top is not lit so the flame is
forced to flow around it.

conversion of fuel into gaseous products. The local unit normal,
n = ∇�/|∇� | is defined at the center of each voxel using central
differencing to approximate the necessary derivatives, e.g. �x ⇤
(�i+1, j,k��i�1, j,k)/2h. Standard averaging of voxel face values is
used to define u f at the voxel centers, e.g. ui, j,k = (ui�1/2, j,k +
ui+1/2, j,k)/2. The motion of the implicit surface is defined through

�t =�w ·∇� (6)

and solved at each grid point using

�new = �old �Δt
�
w1�x+w2�y+w3�z

⇥
(7)

and an upwind differencing approach to estimate the spatial deriva-
tives. For example, if w1 > 0, �x ⇤ (�i, j,k��i�1, j,k)/h. Otherwise
if w1 < 0, �x ⇤ (�i+1, j,k� �i, j,k)/h. This simple approach is effi-
cient and produces visually appealing blue cores.
To keep the implicit surface well conditioned, we occasionally

adjust the values of � in order to keep � a signed distance function
with |∇� | = 1. First, interpolation is used to reset the values of �
at voxels adjacent to the � = 0 isocontour (which we don’t want to
move since it is the visual location of the blue core). Then we march
out from the zero isocontour adjusting the values of � at the other
grid points as we cross them. [Tsitsiklis 1995] showed that this
could be accomplished in an accurate, optimal and efficient manner
solving quadratic equations and sorting points with a binary heap
data structure. Later, [Sethian 1996] proposed the finite difference
formulation of this algorithm that we currently use.
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Directable, High-Resolution Simulation of Fire on the GPU
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Figure 1: Three different frames from rendered animations of simulated re. (Left) Fast moving reball with sparks. (Middle) Twisting
campre with rotation. (Right) A heavy, dense, smoky wall of re.

Abstract
The simulation of believable, photorealistic re is difcult because
re is highly detailed, fast-moving, and turbulent. Traditional grid-
based simulation models require large grids and long simulation
times to capture even the coarsest levels of detail. In this paper,
we propose a novel combination of coarse particle grid simulation
with very ne, view-oriented renement simulations performed on
a GPU. We also propose a simple, GPU-based volume rendering
scheme. The resulting images of re produced by the proposed
techniques are extremely detailed and can be integrated seamlessly
into lm-resolution images.

Our renement technique takes advantage of perceptive limitations
and likely viewing behavior to split the renement stage into sep-
arable, parallel tasks. Multiple independent GPUs are employed
to rapidly rene nal simulations for rendering, allowing for rapid
artist turnaround time and very high resolutions.

Directability is achieved by allowing virtually any user-dened par-
ticle behavior as an input to the initial coarse simulation. The phys-
ical criteria enforced by the coarse stage are minimal and could
be easily implemented using any of the wide variety of commer-
cially available uid simulation tools. The GPU techniques utilized
by our renement stage are simple and widely available on even
consumer-grade GPUs, lowering the overall implementation cost
of the proposed system.

CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Ge-
ometry and Object ModelingPPhysically based modeling;

Keywords: re, simulation, particles, GPU

!e-mail: {chorvath,wgeiger}@ilm.com

1 Introduction
The visual characteristics which dene re present particular chal-
lenges for simulation. The ickering nature of re derives from
its very rapid time-evolution. Large gradients of temperature pro-
duce turbulent, vortical behavior in comparatively calm systems
such as campres or torches. Simulated re must therefore have
a very ne resolution in both space and time, consequently large-
scale combustion simulations have been somewhat intractable for
artist-driven, visual effects production applications.

Computer-generated re for motion pictures has utilized a combi-
nation of techniques to date. A very popular technique is the use
of lmed, extracted re and smoke elements, rendered as camera-
facing sprites. Such techniques take advantage of the fact that both
re and smoke have somewhat amorphous, soft, and rapidly evolv-
ing boundaries. Subsequently, the compositing of many such lmed
elements can look believable. This technique has been used with
great success in many feature lms, most notably for the Balrog
creature in VThe Lord of the RingsX trilogy. Sprites need to be quite
large to be visually effective, and naturally, lmed elements do not
react to objects which were not present when they were lmed.
Thus, sprite-based simulation of re and smoke can suffer from a
lack of ne detail, an inability to create ne tendrils beyond what
may be captured in the elements themselves, and an overall soft-
ness. There also tends to be a lack of uid continuity between the
sprites themselves.

Recent work has utilized three-dimensional grids on which the
Navier-Stokes equations are solved for velocity, density and tem-
perature. These grids are usually augmented with advected or syn-
thesized texture detail and then volume-rendered. Beautiful exam-
ples of this technique in recent lms include Selma BlairZs re-
engulfed character in the lms, VHellboyX and VHellboy 2X, and the
slow-motion building explosion in VThe Matrix: ReloadedX. The
advantages of this technique are that the resulting re and smoke
are able to fully react with other three dimensional objects, and the
behavior of the simulation is more easily directable. Grid-based
models suffer from limitations of both spatial and temporal resolu-
tion. A very large grid systemmight be 512"512"512 grid points,
and yet only capture half the level of detail needed to represent a
lm-resolution image of 2048 pixels or larger. Such a grid would
be extremely resource consuming and time consuming to simulate
and render, with an artist turnaround time of days rather than hours.

Our proposed technique utilizes components from both of the tech-
niques described above. We begin with a traditional particle simula-
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Figure 1: A dragon emits a flame, computed with the third order DSD equations coupled to the Navier-Stokes equations.

Abstract

We model flames and fire using the Navier-Stokes equations com-
bined with the level set method and jump conditions to model the
reaction front. Previous works modeled the flame using a combi-
nation of propagation in the normal direction and a curvature term
which leads to a level set equation that is parabolic in nature and
thus overly dissipative and smooth. Asymptotic theory shows that
one can obtain more interesting velocities and fully hyperbolic (as
opposed to parabolic) equations for the level set evolution. In par-
ticular, researchers in the field of detonation shock dynamics (DSD)
have derived a set of equations which exhibit characteristic cellu-
lar patterns. We show how to make use of the DSD framework
in the context of computer graphics simulations of flames and fire
to obtain interesting features such as flame wrinkling and cellular
patterns.

CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Ge-
ometry and Object Modeling—Physically based modeling

Keywords: fire, flame, combustion, cellular patterns
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1 Introduction

While various researchers have considered physics-based simula-
tion of smoke and water, significantly fewer have considered fire
and explosions. Likewise, special effects companies have not dis-
seminated much information on physically based methods for fire
and explosions (e.g. [Lamorlette and Foster 2002], [Geiger et al.
2005] and [bin Zafar et al. 2004] based on [Nguyen et al. 2002]).
Since the physically based simulation of fire and explosions is use-
ful for obvious financial and safety reasons, more research is re-
quired in this area.

Researchers in the combustion community have struggled with the
modeling of flames and fire especially because of the complex na-
ture of the chemical reactions governing these phenomena. One
approach, initiated some time ago (see e.g. [Markstein 1964]), was
to develop asymptotic theory to model chemical reactions as if they
occurred across an infinitely thin surface resulting in a partial dif-
ferential equation called the G-equation. Later, numerical meth-
ods were proposed by [Osher and Sethian 1988] (although there
was earlier work by [Dervieux and Thomasset 1979; Dervieux and
Thomasset 1981]) for the simulation of surfaces which move with
a combination of normal velocity and curvature terms, basically
identical to the G-equation. [Nguyen et al. 2001] coupled the nu-
merical methods of [Osher and Sethian 1988] for the level set equa-
tion to the Navier-Stokes equations in order to model two-phase
incompressible flames. This model was shown to be applicable to
computer graphics simulations of fire and flames in [Nguyen et al.
2002].

Significant research has occurred in the combustion community
since [Markstein 1964] especially since modeling these thin reac-
tion fronts both theoretically and numerically is expensive requir-
ing methods for multiscale phenomena, significant computational
resources, etc. In fact, detonation as a form of combustion is one
of the driving problems for the acquisition and utilization of large
supercomputers by facilities such as Los Alamos and Livermore na-

[Nguyen et al. 2002]

[Feldman et al. 2003]

[Hong et al. 2007]

[Horvath and Geiger 2009]





Sound Synthesis 

Example Figure ! (Pa) µ (Pa) "1 "2 # (Kg/m3) Base Freq. (Hz) Decay Num. Nodes Method Precompute

Chime(D3) 1 4.98 ! 1010 2.57 ! 1010 1 ! 10!7 0 2700 587.4 0.6 18796 Sparse 2h 24min
Bowl #1 3 4.98 ! 109 2.57 ! 109 1 ! 10!7 30 2700 551.3 15.6 387 Dense 4min 12sec
Bowl #2 – 5.00 ! 108 1.00 ! 108 8 ! 10!6 50 750 216.7 22.4 387 Dense 4min 12sec
Bunny (Ceramic) 4 3.99 ! 109 2.05 ! 109 1 ! 10!6 10 2700 855.9 19.5 37114 Sparse 4h 40min
Plastic Shelf 4 2.49 ! 1010 1.28 ! 1010 1 ! 10!6 50 2700 488.9 29.7 361 Sparse 30sec
Aluminum Shelf 4 4.98 ! 1010 2.56 ! 1010 1 ! 10!7 0 2700 691.5 0.9 361 Sparse 30sec
Wood Shelf 4 5.00 ! 108 1.00 ! 108 8 ! 10!6 50 750 154.6 28.8 361 Sparse 30sec
Bunny (Metal) – 4.99 ! 1010 2.56 ! 1010 1 ! 10!7 0 2700 855.9 19.5 37114 Sparse 4h 40min
Blocks 5 5.00 ! 108 1.00 ! 108 8 ! 10!6 50 550 1596.2 428.1 1160 Dense 5h 28min
Boxes 5 5.00 ! 108 1.00 ! 108 8 ! 10!6 50 550 159.1 49.0 1160 Dense 5h 28min
The End (T) 6 1.49 ! 109 7.70 ! 108 2 ! 10!7 30 2700 247.7 15.2 71 Dense 42sec

Table 1: This table lists parameters that were used for each example object, the resulting frequency and decay for the object’s primary mode,
the number of nodes in the tetrahedral mesh, the method used for the modal decomposition, and the amount of time required to compute the
decomposition. Once the model decomposition has been computed, all of the above examples can generate audio in real-time. For “Chimes”
and “The End,” the information listed is for the D3 tube and the letter T.

Ideal Measured Computed Adjusted
Note Freq. Length Freq. Freq. Length Freq.

D3 587.33 .505 585.8 589.17 .5061 587.40
E3 659.26 .475 656.0 665.03 .4770 659.27
G3 783.99 .435 781.8 787.01 .4366 784.06
A4 880.00 .410 877.5 884.70 .4115 879.36
B4 987.77 .388 982.5 984.75 .3878 987.32
D4 1174.66 .353 1167.0 1186.88 .3548 1174.67

Table 2: The notes and ideal frequencies listed indicate the values
specified by the manufacturer of the real wind chimes. The mea-
sured values were taken from the real wind chimes. The computed
frequencies are what our model produced using the parameters from
table 1 and the measured lengths. The adjusted values indicate the
length and resulting frequency of the simulated chimes after tuning.
Lengths are in meters and frequencies in Hertz.

figure 4 also shows the results of projecting a pair of impulses onto
the retained modes of the bunny model.
The blocks and boxes shown in figure 5 illustrate how scale can

effect the resulting audio. Both the boxes and blocks are geometri-
cally similar: hollow cubes with a wall thickness of 5% their width.
However, the boxes are 10! the size of the blocks. While the dif-
ferent scales are subtly revealed by the rigid-body motions (by the
rate of acceleration with respect to the object sizes), the sounds
produced by the two sets of objects are distinctly different, and the
difference provides a clear cue as to the size of the objects.
As we discussed previously, similarities exist between the ap-

proach we have presented here and that presented in [van den Doel
et al., 2001]. The main difference between the two methods is that
we synthesize audio from only geometry and material properties
whereas their system makes use of extensive measurements of a
given object’s response to impacts. Each of these methods presents
distinct advantages: by relying on recorded data their method may
easily match a given object, but our method is applicable when no
real object or no robotic measuring devices are available. One di-
rection that might be worth pursuing would be using their measured
data for a given object to infer material parameters that could then
be applied to the geometry of a different object. This approach
might allow audio models for an entire set of cooking pots, for ex-
ample, to be generated from measurements of a single pot in the
set. It might also allow us to determine the sound made by a novel
bell design, based on data from bells of similar materials, before we
actually make the bell. Based on the good correspondence between
our synthetic chimes and the physical set, we are optimistic about
this direction of future work.

Figure 4: The left side of this figure shows an image from ani-
mation of several bunnies falling through a chute. Both the bunnies
and the shelves are sounding. The images on the right show in order
from top to bottom: the exterior of the bunny model, a cut-away re-
vealing the wall thickness and hollow interior, modal response to an
impulse on the bunny’s nose, and the modal response to an impulse
on the bunny’s back. The impulse responses are greatly exaggerated
for illustration.

Although the resolution of the mesh can affect the resulting au-
dio, we have found that even very coarse meshes may be used for
generating acceptable results. The meshes used for each of the let-
ters shown in figure 6 are very coarse, yet the resulting audio is still
acceptable. We have found that low mesh resolution tends to shift
frequencies higher and may add a “hollow” quality to the sound.
The frequency shifting may be partially compensated for by simply
modifying the material parameters (e.g. raising the density) to com-
pensate, so it will only be a problem if one is attempting to match a
particular object (as we were for the wind chimes).
Although the modal decompositions may require up to a few

hours of computation, this work needs only to be done once for
a given object and audio can then be generated interactively. By
precomputing the modal decomposition and storing it with an ob-
ject, the approach we have presented could easily be applied to
interactive applications such as video games that already employ
rigid-body simulation methods. Additionally, because our method
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FOLEYAUTOMATIC:
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(a) Real rock in wok (b) Virtual rock in wok (c) Rolling and Sliding (d) Interaction

Figure 1: Animations for which sound e�ects were automatically added by our system, demonstrated in the accompanying
video. (a) A real wok in which a pebble is thrown; the pebble rattles around the wok and comes to rest after wobbling. (b)
A simulation of a pebble thrown in wok, with all sound e�ects automatically generated. (c) A ball rolling back and forth on
a ribbed surface. (d) Interaction with a sonified object.

Abstract

We describe algorithms for real-time synthesis of realistic
sound e�ects for interactive simulations (e.g., games) and
animation. These sound e�ects are produced automatically,
from 3D models using dynamic simulation and user interac-
tion. We develop algorithms that are e⇤cient, physically-
based, and can be controlled by users in natural ways. We
develop e�ective techniques for producing high quality con-
tinuous contact sounds from dynamic simulations running at
video rates which are slow relative to audio synthesis. We ac-
complish this using modal models driven by contact forces
modeled at audio rates, which are much higher than the
graphics frame rate. The contact forces can be computed
from simulations or can be custom designed. We demon-
strate the e�ectiveness with complex realistic simulations.

CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.7 [Computer Graph-
ics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism - Animation, Virtual
reality; I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Ob-
ject Modeling - Physically based modeling; I.6.5 [Simulation and Mod-
eling]: Model Development - Modeling methodologies; I.6.8 [Simula-
tion and Modeling]: Types of Simulation - Animation, Combined,
Gaming; H.5.5 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)]:
Sound and Music Computing - Methodologies and techniques, Model-
ing; H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)]: User
Interfaces - Auditory (non-speech) feedback.

Additional Key Words: Animation Systems, Computer Games,

Multimedia, Physically Based Animation, Physically Based Modeling,

Sound Visualization, Virtual Reality, Head Mounted Displays.

1 Introduction

The importance of sound in computer graphics and inter-
action has been recognized for a long time. Sounds are
known to be useful for human-computer interfaces in gen-
eral [3, 4, 15, 16]; Buxton [4] points out that sound can be
used for alarms and warnings, status and monitoring indi-
cators, and encoded messages. Sounds play a similar but
more subtle role in animation and interaction, conveying —
in addition to quantitative information — a sense of pres-
ence, realism, and quality. Sound e�ects, sometimes called
Foley sounds, are therefore widely used in animation, film
and games industries.

However, the creation of sound e�ects remains a slow, la-
bor intensive process; sound e�ects need to be added by hand
by talented sound designers. With the system described in
this paper, many types of sound e�ects due to contact in-
teraction can be synthesized automatically. Fig. 1 shows
images of some examples, which are presented with audio
on the accompanying video tape.

The desire to remedy this situation, by automatically syn-
thesizing sound e�ects based on the physics of interaction,
also has a long history. For instance, Gaver, in his pioneering
work [14, 15] discussed how contact sounds are used in “ev-
eryday listening” and can be synthesized for simple objects
like bars. In another pioneering step, Takala and Hahn [39]
described a general methodology for producing sound e�ects
for animation. A sound could be attached to each object,
triggered by events and synchronized with the animation,
and rendered using a sound pipeline analogous to the usual
image rendering pipeline. They also describe synthesis of
collision sounds using a version of modal synthesis that we
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Abstract
This paper describes a technique for approximating sounds that are
generated by the motions of solid objects. The technique builds on
previous work in the field of physically based animation that uses
deformable models to simulate the behavior of the solid objects. As
the motions of the objects are computed, their surfaces are analyzed
to determine how the motion will induce acoustic pressure waves in
the surrounding medium. Our technique computes the propagation
of those waves to the listener and then uses the results to generate
sounds corresponding to the behavior of the simulated objects.

CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational
Geometry and Object Modeling—Physically based modeling;
I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and
Realism—Animation; I.6.8 [Simulation and Modeling]: Types of
Simulation—Animation; H.5.5 [Information Interfaces and Presen-
tation]: Sound and Music Computing—Signal analysis, synthesis,
and processing

Keywords: Sound modeling, physically based modeling, sim-
ulation, surface vibrations, dynamics, animation techniques, finite
element method.

1 Introduction
One of the ultimate goals for computer graphics is to be able to cre-
ate realistic synthetic environments that are indistinguishable from
reality. While enormous progress has been made in areas such
as modeling and rendering, realizing this broad objective requires
more than just creating realistic static appearances. We must also
develop techniques for making the dynamic aspects of the environ-
ment compelling as well.
Physically based animation techniques have proven to be a

highly effective means for generating compelling motion. To date,
several feature films have included high quality simulated motion
for a variety of phenomena including water and clothing. Inter-
active applications, such as video games and training simulations,
have also begun to make use of physically simulated motion. While
computational limitations currently restrict the types of simulations
that can be included in real-time applications, it is likely that these
limitations will eventually be overcome through a combination of
faster hardware and more efficient algorithms.
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Figure 1: The top image shows a multi-exposure image from an
animation of a metal bowl falling onto a hard surface. The lower
image shows a spectrogram of the resulting audio for the first five
impacts.

Although the field of computer graphics traditionally focuses on
generating visuals, our perception of an environment encompasses
other modalities in addition to visual appearance. Because these
other modalities play an integral part in forming our impression of
real-world environments, the graphics goal of creating realistic syn-
thetic environments must also encompass techniques for modeling
the perception of an environment through our other senses. For ex-
ample, sound plays a large role in determining how we perceive
events, and it can be critical to giving the user/viewer a sense of
immersion.
The work presented in this paper addresses the problem of au-

tomatically generating physically realistic sounds for synthetic en-
vironments. Rather than making use of heuristic methods that are
specific to particular objects, our approach is to employ the same
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Abstract

Audio rendering of impact sounds, such as those caused by falling
objects or explosion debris, adds realism to interactive 3D audio-
visual applications, and can be convincingly achieved using modal
sound synthesis. Unfortunately, mode-based computations can be-
come prohibitively expensive when many objects, each with many
modes, are impacted simultaneously. We introduce a fast sound
synthesis approach, based on short-time Fourier Tranforms, that
exploits the inherent sparsity of modal sounds in the frequency do-
main. For our test scenes, this “fast mode summation” can give
speedups of 5-8 times compared to a time-domain solution, with
slight degradation in quality. We discuss different reconstruction
windows, affecting the quality of impact sound “attacks”. Our
Fourier-domain processing method allows us to introduce a scal-
able, real-time, audio processing pipeline for both recorded and
modal sounds, with auditory masking and sound source clustering.
To avoid abrupt computation peaks, such as during the simultane-
ous impacts of an explosion, we use crossmodal perception results
on audiovisual synchrony to effect temporal scheduling. We also
conducted a pilot perceptual user evaluation of our method. Our
implementation results show that we can treat complex audiovisual
scenes in real time with high quality.

CR Categories: I.6.8 [Simulation and Modeling]: Types of
Simulation—Animation, I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computa-
tional Geometry and Object Modeling—Physically based model-
ing I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and
Realism—Virtual Reality

Keywords: Sound synthesis, modal synthesis, real-time audio ren-
dering, physically based animation

1 Introduction

The rich content of today’s interactive simulators and video games
includes physical simulation, typically provided by efficient physics
engines, and 3D sound rendering, which greatly increases our sense
of presence in the virtual world [Larsson et al. 2002]. Physical
simulations are a major source of audio events: e.g., debris from
explosions or impacts from collisions (Fig. 1). In recent work sev-
eral methods have been proposed to physically simulate these audio
events notably using modal synthesis [O’Brien et al. 2002; van den
Doel and Pai 2003; James et al. 2006]. Such simulations result
in a much richer virtual experience compared to simple recorded
sounds due to the added variety and improved audio-visual coher-

�e-mail: {Nicolas.Bonneel|George.Drettakis}@sophia.inria.fr

Figure 1: Frequency-domain fast mode summation: Top:
Frames of some of the test scenes our method can render in real
time. Bottom: (Left) Time-domain modal synthesis requires sum-
ming all modes at every sample. (Right) Our frequency-domain
modal synthesis exploits the inherent sparsity of the modes’ discrete
Fourier transforms to obtain lower costs per frame.

ence. The user’s audiovisual experience in interactive 3D applica-
tions is greatly enhanced when large numbers of such audio events
are simulated.

Previous modal sound approaches perform time-domain synthe-
sis [van den Doel and Pai 2003]. Recent interactive methods pro-
gressively reduce computational load by reducing the number of
modes in the simulation [Raghuvanshi and Lin 2006; van den Doel
et al. 2004]. Their computational overload however is still too high
to handle environments with large numbers of impacts, especially
given the limited budget allocated to sound processing, as is typi-
cally the case in game engines.

Interactive audiovisual applications also contain many recorded
sounds. Recent advances in interactive 3D sound rendering use
frequency-domain approaches, effecting perceptually validated pro-
gressive processing at the level of Fourier Transform coefficients
[Tsingos 2005]. For faster interactive rendering, perceptually based
auditory masking and sound-source clustering can be used [Tsin-

[Bonneel et al. 2008]

radiance transfer (PRT) [Sloan et al. 2002; Sloan et al. 2003], how-
ever, due to mathematical differences in the nature of sound gener-
ation, PRT techniques cannot be directly used for acoustics.

3 Preliminary Analysis
Our preprocess uses established techniques of linear modal vibra-
tion analysis and acoustic analysis to generate input pressure fields
for our PAT approximation algorithm.

3.1 Modal Vibrations
Sound is produced by small vibrations of objects. These vibrations
can be approximated as a superposition of a discrete set of mode
shapes ûk, each oscillating with angular frequency (2π/period) ωk
and amplitude qk(t). The vibration’s displacement vector is

u(t) = Uq(t) = [û1 · · · ûK ]q(t) (1)
where q(t) ! RK is the vector of modal amplitude coefficients. For
acoustics we only need to retain modes with frequencies in the au-
dible range. While modes decay over time due to complicated fac-
tors such as mechanical damping and acoustic radiation, we use the
simple Rayleigh damping approximation, with constants tuned to
the material behavior desired. Modal analysis is standard [Shabana
1990]; we used ABAQUS, a commercial FEM package.

3.2 Acoustic Transfer Functions
Sound radiates from an object’s surface S into the surrounding
medium, Ω, as pressure waves. Since the modes decay in time
slowly relative to frequency, it is more convenient to deal with
Fourier transforms of all time dependent quantities. We denote the
complex-valued time-harmonic pressure field due to a single vibra-
tion mode at a point x ! Ω outside the object as p(x)e+iωt , where
ω is the frequency of the mode. The wave number, k, for a sound
wave of wavelength λ is given by

k =
ω
c

=
2π
λ

, (2)

where c is the speed of sound in the surrounding medium, e.g., air
has c = 343m/s at standard temperature and pressure. We refer
to the spatial part p(x)!C of each mode’s pressure field as the
acoustic transfer function of that mode. It satisfies the temporal
Fourier transform of the wave equation, the Helmholtz equation,

∇2p+ k2p= 0, x !Ω. (3)
Given p(x), we can approximate the contribution to sound pressure
at the ear (up to a phase) by the real-valued quantity, |p(x)| qk(t),
where qk(t) is this mode’s amplitude. Boundary conditions are
required to solve (3) for sound radiation from surface vibrations.
First, one assumes that pressure decays far away from the boundary
(Sommerfeld radiation condition). Second, the normal derivative
of pressure on the vibrating object’s surface, S = ∂Ω is given by a
Neumann boundary condition

∂ p
∂n

= "iωρv on S (4)

where ρ is the fluid density, and v is the surface’s normal velocity.
The latter is specified as v = iω(n · û), where n · û is the modal
displacement in the normal direction.

Solving each mode’s exterior radiation problem can be done
using any standard numerical acoustics solver. For example, the
boundary element method (BEM) is widely used in the engineer-
ing community to solve Helmholtz radiation problems for applica-
tions such as noise analysis and reduction [Ciscowski and Brebbia
1991]. We used a commercially available acoustic BEM package
(Neo Acoustics, Paragon NE, Netherlands). For graphics models,
where thin-shell structures are common, e.g., plastic chair or bell,

we recommend using indirect BEM solvers [Ciscowski and Breb-
bia 1991]. For more complex geometries, very high accuracies, or
difficult high-frequency analyses, i.e., where kR# 1 (R is bound-
ing radius of object), sophisticated solvers are available, such as the
fast multipole method (see [Gumerov and Duraiswami 2005]).

Once the BEM problem has been solved on the object boundary, it
still remains to evaluate the BEM solution’s pressure field p(x) at
non-boundary locations x ! Ω. Unfortunately, this incurs an O(N)
cost for an object with N boundary elements, for an O(NM) cost
forM modes. Such costs make evaluation noninteractive for all but
the simplest models (see Figure 3).

4 Approximating Acoustic Transfer
We now describe how we approximate p(x) to support real-
time evaluation at costs independent of geometric complexity, i.e.,
output-sensitive evaluation. We use the boundary element analysis
to evaluate the pressure p(x) on an offset surface enclosing the ob-
ject. To support repeated (real-time) evaluation, we then estimate a
set of simple equivalent sources that approximate the offset pressure
boundary condition, and therefore the acoustic transfer function in
the exterior space. See Figure 3 for a comparison of a resulting PAT
pressure approximation to the ground truth BEM solution.

BEM Solution PAT Approximation
Figure 3: Comparison of BEM to PAT approximation (4% error) using
exaggerated shading reveals near identical absolute pressure fields, |p(x)|
(mode 30 of dragon model shown in Figure 1); each 640x480 raster has
307200 samples. However, evaluating the BEM raster samples took 8.5
hours while PAT only took 4.3 seconds–a 7000x speedup. This illustrates
the benefit of output-sensitive PAT evaluation: PAT only needs 63 cheap
dipole sources to approximate the pressure field to 4% accuracy, whereas
BEM must accumulate contributions from all 7689 boundary elements.

4.1 Background: Spherical Multipole Radiation
Our PAT pressure fields are linear combinations of spherical mul-
tipoles ψlm(x" x̄), an important class of functions representing
radiating waves (of particular wavenumber k). They decay as
$x" x̄$%∞, and satisfy the free-space Helmholtz equation every-
where except at the source position, x̄, where they are singular.
They are given by the product of two complex-valued functions,

ψlm(x" x̄) = h(2)
l (kr) Ylm(θ ,φ), |m|& l, l=0,1, . . . , (5)

where (r,θ ,φ) are spherical coordinates of the vector, x" x̄. The
spherical harmonics Ylm(θ ,φ) ! C, widely used in graphics [Sloan
et al. 2002], describe the angular variables, and the radial factors
are spherical Hankel functions of the 2nd kind,

h(2)
l (kr) = jl(kr)" i yl(kr) ! C, (6)

where jl and yl are real-valued spherical Bessel’s functions of the
first and second kind [Abramowitz and Stegun 1964]. For example,
a spherical radiating wave is simply ψ00 ∝ e"ikr

r = coskr
r " i sinkrr .
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(a) Spherical Harmonic Decomposition

(b) Minimum Enclosing Sphere

Fig. 6. Wave plots showing the frequency response of the five objects
benchmark. We have highlighted the impact of the final, largest object. The
top plot shows our method and the bottom, a single-mode method where the
frequency for each bubble is calculated using the volume of the minimum
enclosing sphere.

Fig. 7. Sound is generated as five objects fall into a tank of water one after
another.

Dam Break: In this benchmark, shown in Fig. 9, we simulate the
”dam break” scenario that has been used before in fluid simulation,
however, we generate the associated audio automatically. We pro-
cessed an average of 13,589 bubbles per frame using five spherical
harmonic modes. This benchmark also demonstrates the creation
of a tube-shaped bubble as the right-to-left wave breaks, something
that studies in engineering [Longuet-Higgins 1990] have shown to
be the expected result of breaking waves. The creation of highly
non-spherical, tube-like bubbles highlight the need for the spheri-
cal harmonic decomposition to handle bubbles of arbitrary shapes.
This is illustrated in the supplementary video and Fig. 8, where the
minimum enclosing sphere method creates a highly distorted wave
plot when the tube-shaped bubble is created.

5.1.2 Shallow Water Simulator. Brook: Here we simulate the
sound of water as it flows in a small brook. We demonstrate the
interactive nature of our method by increasing the flow of water half

(a) Spherical Harmonic Decomposition

(b) Minimum Enclosing Sphere

Fig. 8. Wave plots showing the frequency response for the dam break sce-
nario. We highlight the moment when the second wave crashes (from right
to left) forming a tube-shaped bubble. The top plot shows our method and
the bottom, a single-mode method where the frequency for each bubble is
calculated using volume of the minimum enclosing sphere.

Fig. 9. A “dam-break” scenario, a wall of water is released, creating tur-
bulent waves and sound as the water reflects off the far wall.

way through the demo, resulting in higher velocities and curvatures
of the water surface and therefore, louder and more turbulent sound.
Duck: As shown in Fig. 11, as a user interactively moves a duck
around a bathtub, our algorithm automatically generates the asso-
ciated audio. The waves created by the duck produces regions of
high curvature and velocity, creating resonating bubbles.

5.2 Timings
Tables II and III show the timings for our system running on a sin-
gle core of a 2.66GHz Intel Xeon X5355. Table II shows the num-
ber of seconds per frame for our sound synthesis method integrated
with grid-SPH hybrid method. Column two displays the compute
time of the fluid simulator [Hong et al. 2008]. Columns three, four
and five break down the specifics of the synthesis process, and col-
umn six provides the total synthesis time. Column three represents
the time spent extracting the bubble surface meshes from the level
set and SPH particles (described in section 4.2.2). Column four is
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Figure 13: Dual-domain approx-
imation results for (Left) a single
bubble inside a fluid volume de-
formed after droplet impact: (Mid-
dle) fluid-domain and (Right) air-
domain convergence rates (with er-
ror bars for 95% confidence interval)
for randomly distributed quadrupole
sources, but fixed geometry and xb.
Both curves indicate quick decay to a
nominal accuracy suitable for plausi-
ble sound rendering.

tion computation was relatively cheap for this short transient sound.

Figure 14: Splash example

EXAMPLE (Babbling Water Step): Our most computationally in-
tensive example is water flowing over an horizontal surface with a
small downward step (see Figure 15). The example produces char-
acteristic babbling and chirping sounds.

Fixed sources: Unlike other examples where multipole sources are
advected, in this example we fix sources within the water domain to
avoid them entering/leaving the domain. Bubbles that reach the in-
terface (or otherwise exit) have their transfer function value frozen
at the last computed value.

COMPARISON (to unit transfer): To evaluate the significance
of including acoustic transfer effects, we also synthesized pouring
sounds with “unit transfer” (P = 1). The resulting sound is harsh
and unrealistic, which is perhaps not surprising given the complex
structure of transfer values (see Figure 4).

COMPARISON (constant vs. changing bubble frequency): We
synthesized pouring and “water step” sounds with and without bub-
ble frequency changes (§3.4) to demonstrate their subtle but per-
ceptually important effect. Transfer functions were unchanged.
The constant-frequency sounds tend to sound more like computer-
generated noise, whereas the nonconstant-frequency sounds have
richer variations and exhibit more chirping and babbling sounds.

COMPARISON (to real-world splashing): To compare against an
actual splashing sound with constant visual stimulus, we replaced
the sound track with recordings of real-world splash mock-ups. We
provide a single comparison, with mono-phonic sound. Although
the sounds are qualitatively similar, the real sound has more com-
plex tonal variations during the latter splashing phase.

COMPARISON (different radiation solver errors): A strength
of our radiation solver is that it can exploit the relatively low
boundary-condition accuracy (recall Figure 13) needed to produce
plausible fluid sounds in the listener’s far-field location. To eval-
uate the impact of larger radiation solver errors, the video com-
pares “water step” animations with different boundary-condition er-
rors in the fluid/air domain radiation solvers (18%/40%, 12%/35%,
8%/22%). Although the sounds are qualitatively similar, the low-
accuracy radiation coefficients tend to exhibit greater temporal vari-
ations (likely due to the ill-posedness of the least-squares approxi-
mation) resulting in greater noise in the synthesized sound. Some

listeners also perceived localization errors in low-frequency bub-
bles, possibly due to left/right-ear transfer errors in phase and/or
amplitude. We recommend using higher-accuracy approximations
when possible to minimize artifacts.

Figure 15: Water “babbles” as it flows over a small step

8 Limitations and Future Work
Fluid sound synthesis is a new area, and significant challenges re-
main. Our proposed model enables physically based sound render-
ing for harmonic fluid phenomena, however its physical simplifica-
tions and limitations provide many avenues for future work.

The mono-frequency acoustic bubble provides a good starting point
for modeling sound radiation, but is rather simplistic. It ne-
glects higher-order linear vibration modes, which is often justified
by the fact that higher-order linear modes radiate less well than
monopoles. However more complex nonlinear vibration modes
also exist, and can contribute to far-field radiation [Leighton 1994].
Both linear and nonlinear bubble vibrations can also lead to sig-
nificant inter-bubble coupling effects; dense bubble concentrations,
such as in foam or plumes, pose particular nonlinear challenges,
especially for radiation modeling [Deane 1997]. Very large bub-
bles can be important, and demand special attention given the com-
plexities of nonlinear vibrations and acoustic radiation. Bubbles
approaching the interface can lead to singularities in our boundary
integral solver, and a better model of nonspherical acoustic bubbles
at the interface is needed. Bubble popping and merging are missing
interfacial phenomena, as are boiling and fizzing.

Bubble forcing could be improved. We only considered an initial
entrainment-related pressure impulse, but later pressure forces can
be important, especially for larger bubbles [Leighton 1994], e.g.,
consider large bubbles rising from a scuba diver. Unfortunately
audio-rate pressure forcing can be expensive to evaluate accurately.

Our bubble entrainment model is stochastic, but actual entrainment
statistics are more complex [Leighton 1994]. Our model also lacks
dependence on pressure, which can be important for impact and
splashing, especially at high velocities [Franz 1959]. Future models
should reduce parameter tuning needed to achieve realistic bubble
distributions and spectra.

Our dual-domain multipole solver can be a good approximation for

Figure 4: Fracture toughness dependent sound: (Top) A window
simulated with low fracture toughness (Gc = 50 J/m2) produces
smaller debris with overall higher pitch than (Bottom) a window
with higher fracture toughness (Gc =120 J/m2).

It is well known that K is sparse, symmetric, and also rank de-

ficient: its rank is always 3N � 6, due to a rank-6 null space

associated with translation and linearized rotation of the uncon-

strained rigid body. To calculate the linearized quasistatic stress

distribution, we can either compute the min-norm least-squares

solution to (1), or just solve the least-residual problem (1) since

the rigid component of u (or f ) produces no stress. The iterative

MINRES algorithm [Paige and Saunders 1975] can solve the least-

residual problem, but suffers from slow convergence. Müller et

al. [2001] approximated it by anchoring a number of points in the

objects, thereby enforcing extraneous constraints that break mo-

mentum conservation. Bao et al. [2007] solved (1) using a mod-

ified Conjugate Gradient method with an additional projection at

each iteration to remove the null space. Unfortunately this itera-

tive method converges slower than we would like, in part due to the

difficulty preconditioning the rank-deficient K matrix.

We propose a sparse, direct least-squares solver that ex-

ploits temporal coherence, and is faster and more robust for sound

applications. After a one-time setup/factorization cost per object,

solutions can be obtained essentially via back substitution. We

briefly sketch the method here, and defer solver details (on P and

V) to Appendix B. First, we project out the linearized rigid-body

motion using an orthogonal projection P to ensure that the system

is compatible, i.e., that P f ⇧ range(K). Next we construct a spe-

cial 3N ⇥ (3N � 6) sparse orthogonal matrix V, then premultiply

(1) by VT
and substitute u=Vr, to obtain a sparse, symmetric and

full-rank (3N�6)⇥(3N�6) system which can be solved directly

with Cholesky factorization [Golub and Van Loan 1996]:

VT KVr = VT P f . (2)

Given that Vr is a least-residual solution of (1) for compatible RHS

(see Appendix C for a proof), we simply project out the particular

translation and rotation chosen by V, to obtain the min-norm least-

squares displacement solution, u⇥=PVr. In summary, each time

a rigid object is created we compute and cache its sparse Cholesky

factorization, LLT = VT KV and data for P . For each simula-

tion timestep with nonzero contact forces, f , we evaluate the least-

squares quasistatic displacement incrementally (from right to left),

u⇥ = PV(VT KV)�1VT P f , (3)

with the primary cost being the Cholesky backsubstitution for

(VT KV)�1
; for our examples, one-time factorization costs were

0.18s–1.30s, whereas (3) solves cost only 0.007s–0.23s.

3.2 Energy-based Debris Generation

We use an energy-based method for generating plausible fracture

patterns, with energy also used later for plausible sound generation

(§3.3). To determine when brittle fracture occurs, we use the Rank-
ine hypothesis [Gross and Seeling 2006] wherein material breaks

when any principal stress value exceeds a given threshold. We use

a Voronoi-based fracture pattern method similar to [Raghavachary

2002; Bao et al. 2007], however, in contrast, we incrementally con-

struct the fracture pattern to maintain bounded fracture energy. We

estimate the energy required to generate fracture surfaces of total

area AF by EF =Gc AF , where Gc is the fracture toughness
material parameter (e.g., the critical strain energy release rate for

mode-I fracture) which describes the material’s ability to resist frac-

ture; Gc values used in this paper are given in Table 1. To avoid

excessive fracturing and uncontrolled sound generation, we require

the consumed fracture energy EF to be less than the quasistatic

strain energy, EF ⇤⇥ ES where the parameter ⇥⇧(0, 1) controls

how much strain energy is converted into fracture energy; we use

⇥=0.8 in our examples. The impact of fracture toughness on sound

generation is illustrated in Figure 4.

We generate Voronoi-like fracture patterns by incrementally sam-

pling region “seed” points pi (with probability proportional to

strain energy density) then using a region-growing strategy. Each

unassigned tetrahedral node x has prority-queue values for each

region i given by the weighted distance ki dist(x, pi) where ki

is the strain energy density at pi raised to the power � > 0; we

use � = 0.15. Tetrahedral nodes are captured by adjacent regions

with minimal queue values, and tend to produce smaller pieces in

regions of high strain energy density. To ensure regions are con-

nected, we use geodesic distances with edge-based approximations

computed with Dijkstra’s algorithm. After each point insertion, we

estimate EF , then continue adding points until EF ⇤⇥ ES can not

be satisfied. Multi-region elements are split [Bielser et al. 2004].

Fine region meshes are generated for rendering, modal analysis and

Helmholtz sound radiation analysis; our mesh edge lengths h sat-

isfy a 20 kHz sampling condition, h<⇤/6 ⌅ 5mm [Liu 2009].

3.3 Fracture Impulse Estimation

Previous rigid-body fracture simulations in computer ani-

mation ignore stress-based impulses introduced by fracture

events, relying instead on contact forces to push debris

apart [Müller et al. 2001; Bao et al. 2007]. While

this can be sufficient for animation, these additional “frac-

ture impulses” can be important contributors to debris sound.

For example, snapping a candy cane in two can pro-

duce audible fracture sound even when the pieces

separate cleanly without subsequent contact. We

propose an energy-based model to estimate im-

pulses from fracture events so that (1) explosive ef-

fects are introduced by the strain energy release,

and (2) impulses excite the modal sound models of

the initially silent debris (see Figure 5).

Our fracture-impulse model assumes that unused quasistatic

strain energy is converted into kinetic energy �EK = ES � EF

and introduced by stress-based fracture impulses. For each fracture-

surface triangle i, the exerted stress force si and torque ji are

[Zheng and James 2010]

[Zheng and James 2009]

[Moss et al. 2010]
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Simulation time per frame Rendering time per frame

Example Figure Grid Size Cell Width Particle Count Mean Max CPU Mean CPU

Burst near wall 1 35�35�45 0.38 m 1,200,000 4.5 sec 5.7 sec 3.06 MHz P4 .8 min 2.53 GHz P4

Single burst 3 36�36�60 0.50 m 1,000,000 6.9 sec 11.4 sec 3.06 GHz P4 .7 min 2.53 GHz P4

Coal mine 4 & 5 35�45�35 0.50 m 1,500,000 5.6 sec 8.2 sec 3.06 GHz P4 — —

Nozzle horizontal 6 75�25�45 0.13 m 1,800,000 7.8 sec 11.6 sec 3.06 GHz P4 .6 min 2.53 GHz P4

Nozzle down 6 40�15�35 0.13 m 1,250,000 7.4 sec 10.7 sec 3.06 GHz P4 .8 min 2.53 GHz P4

Multiple bursts 7 36�36�60 0.50 m 4,048,470 6.7 sec 11.6 sec 3.06 GHz P4 1.8 min 2.53 GHz P4

Table 1: Simulation statistics. Particle counts indicate the maximum number of particles active at any given time. Simulation
and rendering frames both correspond to 1/30th of a second intervals. (For example, the simulation of a burst near a wall only
required approximately 2.3 minutes to compute one full second of motion.) Measured times do not include file operations.
Omitted timings were unavailable at the time of publication.

Figure 6: Two flamethrower examples. In the top image,
the nozzle is aimed horizontally. In the lower image the
nozzle has been directed toward the ground.

The images of the flames arising from the explosion are
generated by rendering the fuel and soot particles directly.
Each particle receives illumination from the environment
and, if su⇤ciently hot, glows with its own light. The light
emitted from the hot particles is based on blackbody radi-
ation [Meyer-Arendt, 1984], but we adjusted the mapping
to match images of real explosions. Light in the environ-
ment includes direct illumination from traditional sources,
light emitted by other particles, and light scattered by the
cloud of particles. Direct illumination shadows cast by the

cloud (including self shadowing) are computed using a deep
shadow map [Lokovic and Veach, 2000]. Direct illumination
of other objects by the particles and scattering by the par-
ticles is computed using the hierarchical method described
in [Jensen and Buhler, 2002].

One area for further work is improving the rendering
method. The images produced by the particle-based ren-
derer have an objectionable grainy appearance in place of
realistic fine-scale detail. Applying texturing techniques,
such as those described by [Lamorlette and Foster, 2002],
to the particles would likely improve the appearance of the
explosions significantly.

5 Results and Discussion

We have implemented the method described above and used
our implementation to generate the examples shown in this
paper. The accompanying video tape contains animations
corresponding to these examples. Information about the size
of each example along with the time required to simulate
the motion and to render the images appears in Table 1.
The parameters used to generate the examples are listed
in Table 2. The simulation was implemented in Matlab
and the renderer in C. Both run on Intel-based PCs.

The sequence of images in Figure 3 shows an explosion
occurring over an infinite plane. Initially, a concentrated
mass of fuel particles sits centered in the image a short dis-
tance above the ground. When a charge within the mass
detonates, it disperses and ignites the fuel particles. The
heat and soot released by the burning fuel generates a rising
fireball. Figure 1 shows a similar sequence where an im-
movable wall has been placed near the explosion. The wall
alters both the initial dispersion and subsequent motion of
the fireball.

To help gauge the realism of our simulated results, Fig-
ure 4 shows a comparison with a photograph of an actual
coal-dust explosion exiting the entrance of a mine [Cashdol-
lar, 1986]. The explosion was produced by dispersing bitu-
minous coal dust over the first 50 feet into the mine using
detonating cord, and then ignited the dispersed dust using
dynamite and black powder [Cashdollar, 2002]. We imitated
the situation with our simulation by arranging barriers to
form a tunnel that was filled with a nonuniform distribution
of fuel particles. The particles were then ignited by a charge,
creating the results shown. An additional top-down view of
the simulated explosion appears in Figure 5.

The pair of images in Figure 6 show an approximation of a
flamethrower. We modeled this by injecting a stream of hot
fuel particles into the fluid. While we feel the flamethowers
look reasonable, simple particles do a poor job modeling the
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where Vf and Vh are the normal velocities of the fuel and the hot
gaseous products, and p f and ph are their pressures. Here, D =
Vf � S is the speed of the implicit surface in the normal direction.
These equations indicate that both the velocity and the pressure are
discontinuous across the flame front. Thus, we will need to exercise
caution when taking derivatives of these quantities as is required
when solving the incompressible flow equations. (Note that the
tangential velocities are continuous across the flame front.)

3.3 Solid Fuels

When considering solid fuels, there are two expansions that need to
be accounted for. Besides the expansion across the flame front, a
similar expansion takes place when the solid is converted to a gas.
However, S is usually relatively small for this reaction (most solids
burn slowly in a visual sense), so we can use the boundary of the
solid fuel as the reaction front. Since we do not currently model the
pressure in solids, only equation 2 applies. We rewrite this equation
as

⇥ f (Vf �D) = ⇥s(Vs�D), (4)

where ⇥s and Vs are the density and the normal velocity of the solid
fuel. Substituting D=Vs�S and solving for Vf gives

Vf =Vs+
�
⇥s/⇥ f �1

⇥
S (5)

indicating that the gasified solid fuel moves at the velocity of the
solid fuel plus a correction that accounts for the expansion. We
model this phase change by injecting gas out of the solid fuel at
the appropriate velocity. This can be used to set arbitrary shaped
solid objects on fire as long as they can be voxelized with a suitable
surface normal assigned to each voxel indicating the direction of
gaseous injection.
In figure 8, we simulate a campfire using two cylindrically

shaped logs as solid fuel injecting gas out of the logs in a direc-
tion consistent with the local unit surface normal. Note the realistic
rolling of the fire up from the base of the log. The ability to inject
(or not inject) gaseous fuel out of individual voxels on the surface of
a complex solid object allows us to animate objects catching on fire,
burn different parts of an object at different rates or not at all (by us-
ing spatially varying injection velocities), and extinguish solid fuels
simply by turning off the injection velocity. While building an an-
imation system that allows the user to hand paint temporally and
spatially varying injection velocities on the surface of solid objects
is beyond the scope of this paper, it is a promising subject for future
work.

4 Implementation

We use a uniform discretization of space into N3 voxels with uni-
form spacing h. The implicit surface, temperature, density and pres-
sure are defined at the voxel centers and are denoted �i, j,k, Ti, j,k,
⇥i, j,k and pi, j,k where i, j,k= 1, · · · ,N. The velocities are defined at
the cell faces and we use half-way index notation: ui+1/2, j,k where
i = 0, · · · ,N and j,k = 1, · · · ,N; vi, j+1/2,k where j = 0, · · · ,N and
i,k = 1, · · · ,N; wi, j,k+1/2 where k = 0, · · · ,N and i, j = 1, · · · ,N.

4.1 Level Set Equation

We track our reaction zone (blue core) using the level set method
of [Osher and Sethian 1988] to track the moving implicit surface.
We define � to be positive in the region of space filled with fuel,
negative elsewhere and zero at the reaction zone.
The implicit surface moves with velocity w = u f + Sn where

u f is the velocity of the gaseous fuel and the Sn term governs the

Figure 8: Two burning logs are placed on the ground and used
to emit fuel. The crossways log on top is not lit so the flame is
forced to flow around it.

conversion of fuel into gaseous products. The local unit normal,
n = ∇�/|∇� | is defined at the center of each voxel using central
differencing to approximate the necessary derivatives, e.g. �x ⇤
(�i+1, j,k��i�1, j,k)/2h. Standard averaging of voxel face values is
used to define u f at the voxel centers, e.g. ui, j,k = (ui�1/2, j,k +
ui+1/2, j,k)/2. The motion of the implicit surface is defined through

�t =�w ·∇� (6)

and solved at each grid point using

�new = �old �Δt
�
w1�x+w2�y+w3�z

⇥
(7)

and an upwind differencing approach to estimate the spatial deriva-
tives. For example, if w1 > 0, �x ⇤ (�i, j,k��i�1, j,k)/h. Otherwise
if w1 < 0, �x ⇤ (�i+1, j,k� �i, j,k)/h. This simple approach is effi-
cient and produces visually appealing blue cores.
To keep the implicit surface well conditioned, we occasionally

adjust the values of � in order to keep � a signed distance function
with |∇� | = 1. First, interpolation is used to reset the values of �
at voxels adjacent to the � = 0 isocontour (which we don’t want to
move since it is the visual location of the blue core). Then we march
out from the zero isocontour adjusting the values of � at the other
grid points as we cross them. [Tsitsiklis 1995] showed that this
could be accomplished in an accurate, optimal and efficient manner
solving quadratic equations and sorting points with a binary heap
data structure. Later, [Sethian 1996] proposed the finite difference
formulation of this algorithm that we currently use.
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Directable, High-Resolution Simulation of Fire on the GPU

Christopher Horvath!
Industrial Light + Magic

Willi Geiger!
Industrial Light + Magic

Figure 1: Three different frames from rendered animations of simulated re. (Left) Fast moving reball with sparks. (Middle) Twisting
campre with rotation. (Right) A heavy, dense, smoky wall of re.

Abstract
The simulation of believable, photorealistic re is difcult because
re is highly detailed, fast-moving, and turbulent. Traditional grid-
based simulation models require large grids and long simulation
times to capture even the coarsest levels of detail. In this paper,
we propose a novel combination of coarse particle grid simulation
with very ne, view-oriented renement simulations performed on
a GPU. We also propose a simple, GPU-based volume rendering
scheme. The resulting images of re produced by the proposed
techniques are extremely detailed and can be integrated seamlessly
into lm-resolution images.

Our renement technique takes advantage of perceptive limitations
and likely viewing behavior to split the renement stage into sep-
arable, parallel tasks. Multiple independent GPUs are employed
to rapidly rene nal simulations for rendering, allowing for rapid
artist turnaround time and very high resolutions.

Directability is achieved by allowing virtually any user-dened par-
ticle behavior as an input to the initial coarse simulation. The phys-
ical criteria enforced by the coarse stage are minimal and could
be easily implemented using any of the wide variety of commer-
cially available uid simulation tools. The GPU techniques utilized
by our renement stage are simple and widely available on even
consumer-grade GPUs, lowering the overall implementation cost
of the proposed system.

CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Ge-
ometry and Object ModelingPPhysically based modeling;

Keywords: re, simulation, particles, GPU

!e-mail: {chorvath,wgeiger}@ilm.com

1 Introduction
The visual characteristics which dene re present particular chal-
lenges for simulation. The ickering nature of re derives from
its very rapid time-evolution. Large gradients of temperature pro-
duce turbulent, vortical behavior in comparatively calm systems
such as campres or torches. Simulated re must therefore have
a very ne resolution in both space and time, consequently large-
scale combustion simulations have been somewhat intractable for
artist-driven, visual effects production applications.

Computer-generated re for motion pictures has utilized a combi-
nation of techniques to date. A very popular technique is the use
of lmed, extracted re and smoke elements, rendered as camera-
facing sprites. Such techniques take advantage of the fact that both
re and smoke have somewhat amorphous, soft, and rapidly evolv-
ing boundaries. Subsequently, the compositing of many such lmed
elements can look believable. This technique has been used with
great success in many feature lms, most notably for the Balrog
creature in VThe Lord of the RingsX trilogy. Sprites need to be quite
large to be visually effective, and naturally, lmed elements do not
react to objects which were not present when they were lmed.
Thus, sprite-based simulation of re and smoke can suffer from a
lack of ne detail, an inability to create ne tendrils beyond what
may be captured in the elements themselves, and an overall soft-
ness. There also tends to be a lack of uid continuity between the
sprites themselves.

Recent work has utilized three-dimensional grids on which the
Navier-Stokes equations are solved for velocity, density and tem-
perature. These grids are usually augmented with advected or syn-
thesized texture detail and then volume-rendered. Beautiful exam-
ples of this technique in recent lms include Selma BlairZs re-
engulfed character in the lms, VHellboyX and VHellboy 2X, and the
slow-motion building explosion in VThe Matrix: ReloadedX. The
advantages of this technique are that the resulting re and smoke
are able to fully react with other three dimensional objects, and the
behavior of the simulation is more easily directable. Grid-based
models suffer from limitations of both spatial and temporal resolu-
tion. A very large grid systemmight be 512"512"512 grid points,
and yet only capture half the level of detail needed to represent a
lm-resolution image of 2048 pixels or larger. Such a grid would
be extremely resource consuming and time consuming to simulate
and render, with an artist turnaround time of days rather than hours.

Our proposed technique utilizes components from both of the tech-
niques described above. We begin with a traditional particle simula-
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Wrinkled Flames and Cellular Patterns

Jeong-Mo Hong�
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Figure 1: A dragon emits a flame, computed with the third order DSD equations coupled to the Navier-Stokes equations.

Abstract

We model flames and fire using the Navier-Stokes equations com-
bined with the level set method and jump conditions to model the
reaction front. Previous works modeled the flame using a combi-
nation of propagation in the normal direction and a curvature term
which leads to a level set equation that is parabolic in nature and
thus overly dissipative and smooth. Asymptotic theory shows that
one can obtain more interesting velocities and fully hyperbolic (as
opposed to parabolic) equations for the level set evolution. In par-
ticular, researchers in the field of detonation shock dynamics (DSD)
have derived a set of equations which exhibit characteristic cellu-
lar patterns. We show how to make use of the DSD framework
in the context of computer graphics simulations of flames and fire
to obtain interesting features such as flame wrinkling and cellular
patterns.

CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Ge-
ometry and Object Modeling—Physically based modeling

Keywords: fire, flame, combustion, cellular patterns

�e-mail: {jeongmo,shinar}@stanford.edu
†e-mail: fedkiw@cs.stanford.edu

1 Introduction

While various researchers have considered physics-based simula-
tion of smoke and water, significantly fewer have considered fire
and explosions. Likewise, special effects companies have not dis-
seminated much information on physically based methods for fire
and explosions (e.g. [Lamorlette and Foster 2002], [Geiger et al.
2005] and [bin Zafar et al. 2004] based on [Nguyen et al. 2002]).
Since the physically based simulation of fire and explosions is use-
ful for obvious financial and safety reasons, more research is re-
quired in this area.

Researchers in the combustion community have struggled with the
modeling of flames and fire especially because of the complex na-
ture of the chemical reactions governing these phenomena. One
approach, initiated some time ago (see e.g. [Markstein 1964]), was
to develop asymptotic theory to model chemical reactions as if they
occurred across an infinitely thin surface resulting in a partial dif-
ferential equation called the G-equation. Later, numerical meth-
ods were proposed by [Osher and Sethian 1988] (although there
was earlier work by [Dervieux and Thomasset 1979; Dervieux and
Thomasset 1981]) for the simulation of surfaces which move with
a combination of normal velocity and curvature terms, basically
identical to the G-equation. [Nguyen et al. 2001] coupled the nu-
merical methods of [Osher and Sethian 1988] for the level set equa-
tion to the Navier-Stokes equations in order to model two-phase
incompressible flames. This model was shown to be applicable to
computer graphics simulations of fire and flames in [Nguyen et al.
2002].

Significant research has occurred in the combustion community
since [Markstein 1964] especially since modeling these thin reac-
tion fronts both theoretically and numerically is expensive requir-
ing methods for multiscale phenomena, significant computational
resources, etc. In fact, detonation as a form of combustion is one
of the driving problems for the acquisition and utilization of large
supercomputers by facilities such as Los Alamos and Livermore na-

[Nguyen et al. 2002]

[Feldman et al. 2003]

[Hong et al. 2007]

[Horvath and Geiger 2009]
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Background 

• Combustion sound components [Chrighton et al. 1992; Poinsot and Veynante 
2005]

• Aerodynamic noise (eg. [Dobashi et al. 2003])

• Resulting from turbulent flow 

• “Direct combustion noise”

• Produced by density fluctuations resulting from heat release

• Dominant source of combustion sound [Ihme et al. 2009]



Background 

• Combustion sound wave equation 
 
 
 
 

• Convert to integral equation
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Background 

• Problem: Flame solvers from the graphics community do not realistically model 
heat release

• Heat release modeled artistically, via simple functions, etc.

• Goal: express heat release in terms of quantities we have access to

sound ⇡ d
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Flame Recording 
1/10th speed
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Problem Statement 
• Time stepping 3D fluid simulation to resolve all frequency content impractical 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Flame solvers used in the graphics community do not model complex combustion 
chemistry

• Increasing temporal resolution would not be effective

100 Hz 1000 Hz 10000 Hz



Overview
Spectral Bandwidth Extension

Sound Texture Synthesis
OR



Low-frequency Sound Model



Low-frequency Sound Model 

• Problem: Flame solvers from the graphics community do not realistically model 
heat release

• Heat release modeled artistically, via simple functions, etc.

• Goal: express heat release in terms of quantities we have access to

sound ⇡ d

dt

Z

R3

q(y, t)d3y



Low-frequency Sound Model 
Modeling Heat Release

Unburnt fuel

• Premixed flame assumption:

• Reactants mixed prior to combustion

• Combustion occurs rapidly when ignition temperature is reached

• Result: heat release confined to “flame front” separating burnt and unburnt 
gasses

Flame front



Unburnt fuel

Low-frequency Sound Model 
Modeling Heat Release

S(t)

sound ⇡ d

dt
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Low-frequency Sound Model 
Modeling Heat Release

• Approximate heat release with velocity flux [Strahle 1972; Clavin and Siggia 1991; 
Chrighton et al. 1992]

n
u

sound ⇡ d

dt
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Low-frequency Sound Model 
Flame Front Surface

• “Blue core” flame solvers [Nguyen et al. 2002; Hong et al. 2007]

• Explicitly model flame front surface level set

• Other solvers which explicitly model fuel (eg. Houdini’s Pyro FX solver)

• Track rate at which fuel is consumed at each voxel and build an iso-surface

sound ⇡ d

dt

Z

S(t)
u · n dS



Low-frequency Sound Model 
Results

Simulation time steps

Compute I(t0), I(t1), I(t2), . . .

sound ⇡ d

dt

Z

S(t)
u · n dS =

d

dt
I(t)







Synthesizing High-Frequency Sound



Bandwidth Extension 
Summary

• Idea: synthesize noise with physically plausible spectrum to introduce high 
frequency content

• Similar to fluid velocity turbulence ideas, eg.

Eurographics/ ACM SIGGRAPH Symposium on Computer Animation (2008)
M. Gross and D. James (Editors)

Evolving Sub-Grid Turbulence for Smoke Animation

H. Schechter†1 and R. Bridson‡1

1The University of British Columbia, Canada

Abstract

We introduce a simple turbulence model for smoke animation, qualitatively capturing the transport, diffusion, and

spectral cascade of turbulent energy unresolved on a typical simulation grid. We track the mean kinetic energy

per octave of turbulence in each grid cell, and a novel “net rotation” variable for modeling the self-advection of

turbulent eddies. These additions to a standard fluid solver drive a procedural post-process, layering plausible

dynamically evolving turbulent details on top of the large-scale simulated motion. Finally, to make the most of the

simulation grid before jumping to procedural sub-grid models, we propose a new multistep predictor to alleviate

the nonphysical dissipation of angular momentum in standard graphics fluid solvers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism

1. Contributions

Animating turbulent fluid velocity fields, from the delicate
swirls of milk stirred into coffee to the violent roiling of a
volcanic eruption, poses serious challenges. While the look
of the large-scale components of motion are well captured by
direct simulation of the fluid equations, increasing the grid
resolution to capture the smallest turbulent scales hits a se-
vere scalability problem. The usual solution of augmenting
a coarse simulation with procedurally synthesized turbulent
detail generally is limited by the visual implausibility of this
detail: while some statistics or invariants may be matched,
visually important aspects of the time evolution of turbu-
lence are still missing.

This paper attempts to bridge the gap by introducing a tur-
bulence model that simulates the transfer of energy in sub-
grid scales, then providing a procedural method for instanti-
ating a high resolution turbulent velocity field from this data,
which can be evaluated on the fly for a marker particle pass
when rendering. For each octave of sub-grid detail, in each
grid cell, we evolve both a kinetic energy density E and a net
rotation ! for generating the turbulence.

In addition, since full fluid simulation is generally pre-

† e-mail: hagitsch@cs.ubc.ca
‡ e-mail: rbridson@cs.ubc.ca

ferred to procedural models when feasible, we address one
of the chief remaining sources of nonphysical energy dissi-
pation in graphics fluid solvers, adding a predictor step to the
usual time splitting of the incompressible Euler equations.
This helps make the most of a limited grid size.

2. Background

The field of turbulence modeling is vast; for an overview we
refer readers to the recent text by Pope [Pop05] or the earlier

c! The Eurographics Association 2008.

Figure 3: Flow around a complex obstacle with grid-based densi-
ties. Wavelet turbulence synthesized a 720� 576� 576 grid from
a 80� 64� 64 grid. Each frame took less than two minutes on an
eight core workstation.

Figure 4: The user can control turbulence arbitrarily. Here turbu-
lence is activated in two vertical slabs, denoted on the bottom of the
top image.

Figure 5: Flow around a sphere with particle-based densities. The
low resolution simulation is shown in the left half of the top image.
Resolution and performance are identical to Fig. 1

Figure 6: Flow around a sphere with grid-based densities. The
low resolution simulation is shown in the left half of the top image.
Wavelet turbulence synthesized a 4003 grid from a 503 grid. Each
frame took an of average 30 seconds on a four core workstation.

[Schechter and Bridson 2008] [Kim et al. 2008][Stam and Fiume 1993]



Bandwidth Extension 
Summary

• Numerous studies have examined spectral behaviour of combustion sound, eg. 
[Abugov and Obrezkov, 1978; Clavin and Siggia, 1991] 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Similar results from experimental studies [Rajaram and Lieuwen, 2009]
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Bandwidth Extension 
Summary
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Results
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Sound Texture Synthesis 
Motivation

• Noise-based bandwidth extension introduces higher frequencies

• Missing temporal structure present in real flame sounds

• No “style control” 

• Idea: Using low-frequency results as a guide, introduce high-frequency detail 
based on recorded flame sounds



Sound Texture Synthesis 
Introduction

• Related work for image textures; [Heeger and Bergen 1995; Efros and Leung 1999; 
Wei and Levoy 2000; Efros and Freeman 2001] (and many others)

• Sound texture synthesis: [Dubnov et al. 2002; Strobl et al. 2006; McDermott et al 
2009; Marelli et al. 2010]

• We use image texture synthesis techniques of [Wei and Levoy 2000]



Figure 3: The top row shows the Gaussian pyramid of the input texture, with successive lower resolution images toward the
right side. During the synthesis process, the output texture, shown in the bottom row, is sampled from the estimated texture
characteristic function, from lower to higher resolutions.

Input:

Ia The example texture image

Is The output texture image of desired size and shape, ini-
tialized to be a white random noise

K The number of basis functions used to approximate the
characteristic functions

N The neighborhood system

Analysis:

Step 1 Build a Gaussian pyramid Ga with L levels from
the input image Ia.

Step 2 Use TSVQ to train the texture characteristic func-
tions, Fi, for each level i ofGa, using the training data
gathered from the neighborhoodvectors,N(x, y, i), of
all pixels (x, y, i) at the ith level of Ga. This set of
functions Fi will be used during the synthesis phase.

Synthesis:

Step 1 Build a Gaussian pyramid Gs with L levels from
the output image Is.

Step 2 Loop through all pixels (x, y, i) inGs in raster scan
ordering, from the lowest resolution to the highest res-
olution. Collect the neighborhood vector, N(x, y, i),
of pixel (x, y, i). Then assign the value ofFi(N(x, y, i))
to Gs(x, y, i).

Step 3 The final synthesized texture will be level 1 of Gs.

4 Results and Discussion

Our algorithm is able to synthesize a broad range of tex-
tures. Examples using images from the Brodatz texture al-
bum ([2]) are shown in Figure 4. Structured textures (D101,
D103), textures with dominating orientations (D11, D15),
random textures with microscopic structures (D57, D84)
or large scale structures (D86, D71) are all successfully
synthesized. Our algorithm is also efficient: each texture
shown in Figure 4 can be generated in minutes. In compar-
ison, many existing techniques will take hours to generate
textures of similar sizes ([28], [18], [19]).

Based on the locality and stationarity assumptions, our
algorithm is less effective in modeling textures which vi-
olate these conditions. For example, the brick structure
in D95 (Figure 5) extends over a wide range of the im-
age area and violates the locality assumption, while D87
(Figure 5), which contains a tree branching structure, can
not be described with a stationary process; rather a larger
neighborhood or a model capable of representing inhomo-
geneous structures will be required. Also, a formal theoret-
ical treatment should be justified for several aspects of our
algorithm. For example, when starting from an arbitrary
white noise, it is not known if the output image will always
converge to look like the input texture. Though no failures
have been observed, we have no formal proof yet. Finally,
parameters such as K and N are currently decided manu-
ally, and algorithms that can automatically determine them
will be beneficial.

5 Previous Work

Numerous approaches have been proposed for the analysis
and synthesis of visual textures. Because an exhaustive sur-
vey is out of the scope of this paper, we only compare our

Input 
texture

Texture Synthesis Basics 
[Wei and Levoy 2000]

Figure 3: The top row shows the Gaussian pyramid of the input texture, with successive lower resolution images toward the
right side. During the synthesis process, the output texture, shown in the bottom row, is sampled from the estimated texture
characteristic function, from lower to higher resolutions.

Input:

Ia The example texture image

Is The output texture image of desired size and shape, ini-
tialized to be a white random noise

K The number of basis functions used to approximate the
characteristic functions

N The neighborhood system

Analysis:

Step 1 Build a Gaussian pyramid Ga with L levels from
the input image Ia.

Step 2 Use TSVQ to train the texture characteristic func-
tions, Fi, for each level i ofGa, using the training data
gathered from the neighborhoodvectors,N(x, y, i), of
all pixels (x, y, i) at the ith level of Ga. This set of
functions Fi will be used during the synthesis phase.

Synthesis:

Step 1 Build a Gaussian pyramid Gs with L levels from
the output image Is.

Step 2 Loop through all pixels (x, y, i) inGs in raster scan
ordering, from the lowest resolution to the highest res-
olution. Collect the neighborhood vector, N(x, y, i),
of pixel (x, y, i). Then assign the value ofFi(N(x, y, i))
to Gs(x, y, i).

Step 3 The final synthesized texture will be level 1 of Gs.

4 Results and Discussion

Our algorithm is able to synthesize a broad range of tex-
tures. Examples using images from the Brodatz texture al-
bum ([2]) are shown in Figure 4. Structured textures (D101,
D103), textures with dominating orientations (D11, D15),
random textures with microscopic structures (D57, D84)
or large scale structures (D86, D71) are all successfully
synthesized. Our algorithm is also efficient: each texture
shown in Figure 4 can be generated in minutes. In compar-
ison, many existing techniques will take hours to generate
textures of similar sizes ([28], [18], [19]).

Based on the locality and stationarity assumptions, our
algorithm is less effective in modeling textures which vi-
olate these conditions. For example, the brick structure
in D95 (Figure 5) extends over a wide range of the im-
age area and violates the locality assumption, while D87
(Figure 5), which contains a tree branching structure, can
not be described with a stationary process; rather a larger
neighborhood or a model capable of representing inhomo-
geneous structures will be required. Also, a formal theoret-
ical treatment should be justified for several aspects of our
algorithm. For example, when starting from an arbitrary
white noise, it is not known if the output image will always
converge to look like the input texture. Though no failures
have been observed, we have no formal proof yet. Finally,
parameters such as K and N are currently decided manu-
ally, and algorithms that can automatically determine them
will be beneficial.

5 Previous Work

Numerous approaches have been proposed for the analysis
and synthesis of visual textures. Because an exhaustive sur-
vey is out of the scope of this paper, we only compare our
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characteristic functions

N The neighborhood system
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Step 1 Build a Gaussian pyramid Ga with L levels from
the input image Ia.

Step 2 Use TSVQ to train the texture characteristic func-
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Figure 3: Single resolution texture synthesis. (a) is the input texture and
(b)-(d) show different synthesis stages of the output image. Pixels in the
output image are assigned in a raster scan ordering. The value of each
output pixel is determined by comparing its spatial neighborhood
with all neighborhoods in the input texture. The input pixel with the most
similar neighborhood will be assigned to the corresponding output pixel.
Neighborhoods crossing the output image boundaries (shown in (b) and
(d)) are handled toroidally, as discussed in Section 2.4. Although the output
image starts as a random noise, only the last few rows and columns of the
noise are actually used. For clarity, we present the unused noise pixels as
black. (b) synthesizing the first pixel, (c) synthesizing the middle pixel, (d)
synthesizing the last pixel.

2 Algorithm
Using Markov Random Fields as the texture model, the goal of the
synthesis algorithm is to generate a new texture so that each lo-
cal region of it is similar to another region from the input texture.
We first describe how the algorithm works in a single resolution,
and then we extend it using a multiresolution pyramid to obtain im-
provements in efficiency. For easy reference, we list the symbols
used in Table 1 and summarize the algorithm in Table 2.

Symbol Meaning
Input texture sample
Output texture image
Gaussian pyramid built from
Gaussian pyramid built from
An input pixel in or
An output pixel in or
Neighborhood around the pixel

th level of pyramid
Pixel at level and position of

RxC,k (2D) neighborhood containing levels,
with size RxC at the top level

RxCxD,k 3D neighborhood containing levels,
with size RxCxD at the top level

Table 1: Table of symbols

2.1 Single Resolution Synthesis
The algorithm starts with an input texture sample and a white
random noise . We force the random noise to look like by
transforming pixel by pixel in a raster scan ordering, i.e. from top

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Synthesis results with different neighborhood sizes. The neigh-
borhood sizes are (a) 5x5, (b) 7x7, (c) 9x9, respectively. All images shown
are of size 128x128. Note that as the neighborhood size increases the result-
ing texture quality gets better. However, the computation cost also increases.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 5: Causality of the neighborhood. (a) sample texture (b) synthesis
result using a causal neighborhood (c) synthesis result using a noncausal
neighborhood. Both (b) and (c) are generated from the same random noise
using a 9x9 neighborhood. As shown, a noncausal neighborhood is unable
to generate valid results.

to bottom and left to right. Figure 3 shows a graphical illustration
of the synthesis process.

To determine the pixel value at , its spatial neighborhood
(the L-shaped regions in Figure 3) is compared against all

possible neighborhoods from . The input pixel with
the most similar is assigned to . We use a simple norm
(sum of squared difference) to measure the similarity between the
neighborhoods. The goal of this synthesis process is to ensure that
the newly assigned pixel will maintain as much local similarity
between and as possible. The same process is repeated for
each output pixel until all the pixels are determined. This is akin to
putting together a jigsaw puzzle: the pieces are the individual pixels
and the fitness between these pieces is determined by the colors of
the surrounding neighborhood pixels.

2.2 Neighborhood
Because the set of local neighborhoods is used as the pri-
mary model for textures, the quality of the synthesized results will
depend on its size and shape. Intuitively, the size of the neighbor-
hoods should be on the scale of the largest regular texture structure;
otherwise this structure may be lost and the result image will look
too random. Figure 4 demonstrates the effect of the neighborhood
size on the synthesis results.

The shape of the neighborhood will directly determine the qual-
ity of . It must be causal, i.e. the neighborhood can only contain
those pixels preceding the current output pixel in the raster scan
ordering. The reason is to ensure that each output neighborhood

will include only already assigned pixels. For the first few
rows and columns of , may contain unassigned (noise) pix-
els but as the algorithm progresses all the other will be com-
pletely “valid” (containing only already assigned pixels). A non-
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Figure 3: Single resolution texture synthesis. (a) is the input texture and
(b)-(d) show different synthesis stages of the output image. Pixels in the
output image are assigned in a raster scan ordering. The value of each
output pixel is determined by comparing its spatial neighborhood
with all neighborhoods in the input texture. The input pixel with the most
similar neighborhood will be assigned to the corresponding output pixel.
Neighborhoods crossing the output image boundaries (shown in (b) and
(d)) are handled toroidally, as discussed in Section 2.4. Although the output
image starts as a random noise, only the last few rows and columns of the
noise are actually used. For clarity, we present the unused noise pixels as
black. (b) synthesizing the first pixel, (c) synthesizing the middle pixel, (d)
synthesizing the last pixel.

2 Algorithm
Using Markov Random Fields as the texture model, the goal of the
synthesis algorithm is to generate a new texture so that each lo-
cal region of it is similar to another region from the input texture.
We first describe how the algorithm works in a single resolution,
and then we extend it using a multiresolution pyramid to obtain im-
provements in efficiency. For easy reference, we list the symbols
used in Table 1 and summarize the algorithm in Table 2.

Symbol Meaning
Input texture sample
Output texture image
Gaussian pyramid built from
Gaussian pyramid built from
An input pixel in or
An output pixel in or
Neighborhood around the pixel

th level of pyramid
Pixel at level and position of

RxC,k (2D) neighborhood containing levels,
with size RxC at the top level

RxCxD,k 3D neighborhood containing levels,
with size RxCxD at the top level

Table 1: Table of symbols

2.1 Single Resolution Synthesis
The algorithm starts with an input texture sample and a white
random noise . We force the random noise to look like by
transforming pixel by pixel in a raster scan ordering, i.e. from top
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result using a causal neighborhood (c) synthesis result using a noncausal
neighborhood. Both (b) and (c) are generated from the same random noise
using a 9x9 neighborhood. As shown, a noncausal neighborhood is unable
to generate valid results.

to bottom and left to right. Figure 3 shows a graphical illustration
of the synthesis process.

To determine the pixel value at , its spatial neighborhood
(the L-shaped regions in Figure 3) is compared against all

possible neighborhoods from . The input pixel with
the most similar is assigned to . We use a simple norm
(sum of squared difference) to measure the similarity between the
neighborhoods. The goal of this synthesis process is to ensure that
the newly assigned pixel will maintain as much local similarity
between and as possible. The same process is repeated for
each output pixel until all the pixels are determined. This is akin to
putting together a jigsaw puzzle: the pieces are the individual pixels
and the fitness between these pieces is determined by the colors of
the surrounding neighborhood pixels.

2.2 Neighborhood
Because the set of local neighborhoods is used as the pri-
mary model for textures, the quality of the synthesized results will
depend on its size and shape. Intuitively, the size of the neighbor-
hoods should be on the scale of the largest regular texture structure;
otherwise this structure may be lost and the result image will look
too random. Figure 4 demonstrates the effect of the neighborhood
size on the synthesis results.

The shape of the neighborhood will directly determine the qual-
ity of . It must be causal, i.e. the neighborhood can only contain
those pixels preceding the current output pixel in the raster scan
ordering. The reason is to ensure that each output neighborhood

will include only already assigned pixels. For the first few
rows and columns of , may contain unassigned (noise) pix-
els but as the algorithm progresses all the other will be com-
pletely “valid” (containing only already assigned pixels). A non-
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Sound Texture Synthesis: Signal Synthesis 



Style Control 



Torch 
Torch length: 70cm
Simulated with: Houdini fire solver (blue core model with detonation 
shock dynamics [Nguyen et al. 2002; Hong et al. 2007])



Training clip #1

Training clip #2

Training clip #3

Training clips taken from Ultimate Fire sound library
http://www.therecordist.com

http://www.therecordist.com/


Sound Texture Synthesis 
Results



Dragon 
Dragon height: 1.15m
Simulated with: Houdini Pyro FX solver



Candle 
Wick height: 4cm
Simulated with: Houdini Pyro FX solver



Burning Brick 
Brick width: 20cm
Simulated with: Houdini Pyro FX solver



Flame Jet 
Domain size: 1.5m x 1.4m x 0.7m
Simulated with: Houdini Pyro FX solver



Physically based low-frequency sound

Bandwidth extension

Sound texture synthesis



Limitations and Future Work 

•Spatialization 

•Hybrid synthesis of other phenomena

•Low-frequency physics-based model w/ high-frequency detail synthesis 

• Integrating physically based model with fast, parallel hardware



Side Effects Software (for Houdini 3D animation tools and Mantra renderer)
The National Science Foundation (HCC-0905506)
The Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada
The Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
The John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation
Intel (Intel Science and Technology Center for Visual Computing)
Pixar
Autodesk
Vision Research

Acknowledgements 
Webpage 
(with code)

http://www.cs.cornell.edu/~chadwick/fire

Renderer

Support

Side Effects Software’s Mantra

http://www.cs.cornell.edu/~chadwick/fire


Simulation/Timing data 

Scene Domain size 
(m)

Domain 
resolution 

(voxels)

Animation 
length (s)

Bandwidth 
extension 
time (s)

Sound texture 
synthesis time 

(s)

Burning brick 2.0x1.7x0.9 180x151x78 5 64 20

Candle 0.15x0.15x0.12 115x120x96 6 151 86

Dragon 4.1x2.9x2.1 200x142x102 9 223 56

Flame jet 1.5x1.4x0.69 140x134x65 10 256 54

Torch 1.5x1.4x1.8 104x100x128 5 63 41

Simulation times:  ~2-3 hours
Iso-surface construction times: ~10s per time step




